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Our next topic is called Rock Bottom. As part of the topic we will have a special history day in which children will
partake in different activities, as well as welcoming visitors from KIC theatre and The Trust for Thanet
Archaeology. In order to immerse the children whole-heartedly within the day, we would like the children to dress
up. We really don’t want you to spend any money on this special day so we have listed some ideas below to help
you.
In addition, we will be making our own fossils using Plaster of Paris. Please send your child into school with a yogurt
pot and a small toy (e.g. a Lego brick). The Lego brick must fit inside the yogurt pot. Many thanks!
Would you like to be creative?
As part of our Stone Age / Bronze Age dressing up day we would like our Year 3 children to dress
up as a Stone Age / Bronze Age human. Humans in these eras dressed themselves up in what the
land could provide so useful materials such as faux fur would be authentic for a Stone Age / Bronze
Age human. For the Bronze Age Human, you could dress up as a hunter such as the famous hunter
‘Otzi’.
Things you could use:











Faux fur
Faux/toy bone
Old brown t-shirt and trousers
Faux animal print fabric
Bone necklace
Hairspray
Comb
Wigs: The messier the better!
Brown face-paint to emulate the dirtiness of the Stone Age / Bronze Age era.
Costume Ideas: Find a brown or natural coloured t-shirt, roughly cut up the edges of the sleeves and
bottom of the T-shirt. With this cold weather we have at the moment, we would suggest for your child
to wear a long sleeve top underneath. We would suggest legging style trousers to go with the tshirt. Accessorise with any of the following: faux fur, faux animal print fabric, toy bone or bone
necklace. To finish the look off, either wear a wig or back comb the hair to look messy and Stone Age
/ Bronze Age humans didn’t have the luxury of having a bathroom so they often looked very dirty, your
child could wear some brown face paint to look like dirt.
Be as creative as you would like!

Places to buy accessories or the full costume:
If time is pressured for you, you may wish to buy something from a fancy dress shop, here are some ideas of where you can buy:
On the High Street:
Expressions of Broadstairs, 65/67 High Street, Broadstairs, Kent, CT10 1JL
The Joke Shop, 9 High Street, Margate, Kent, CT9 1DL
The Big Party Store, 1a Newington Road, Ramsgate, Kent, CT11 0QT
Online: Amazon - Click Here for Costume Ideas Pinterest - Click here if you are feeling crafty!

We hope you’ve found this guide helpful.
If you would like any further advice, please contact your child’s class teacher.
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